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Tips for Fund Managers Responding to Cyberattacks 
Contributed by Edward Sadtler, Kelly Koscuiszka, and Edward Nasti, Schulte Roth & Zabel 

In 2021, private fund managers faced a persistent wave of cyberattacks with potential to inflict devastating harm. In a 
ransomware attack—the fastest-growing type of cyberattack—perpetrators threaten to take action that would result in a 
wholesale inability to access critical systems if the ransom is not paid. Perpetrators often increase the pressure to pay the 
ransom by threatening to publicly expose the name of the victim or sensitive information about the victim's investors. 
Cyberattacks continue to grow in frequency and scope, as new reports claim that the group responsible for the SolarWinds 
attack targeted more than 600 organizations with nearly 23,000 attacks in its latest campaign. 

The Securities and Exchange Commission has been increasingly aggressive in enforcing requirements for managers to 
maintain reasonable cybersecurity policies. In August 2021, the SEC announced three enforcement actions against fund 
managers and broker-dealers for cybersecurity deficiencies. 

While many fund managers have stepped up their cybersecurity programs, cybercriminals continue to develop new ways 
to circumvent security measures. As fiduciaries that hold sensitive financial information, fund managers should be 
periodically evaluating and testing their preparedness for a cyber event. 

This article provides fund managers with practical strategies for incident response. 

Incident Response Plan 

The foundation of an effective cybersecurity breach response is the development and maintenance of an incident response 
plan. An IRP can be included as part of, or attached to, the firm's information security policy. By establishing policies and 
identifying resources for responding to a cyberattack before it happens, an IRP frees up resources to focus on assessing 
the nature of the specific attack at hand and taking measures to remediate and contain it. In fact, SEC cybersecurity 
guidance advises registrants to have an IRP and offers recommendations on what an IRP should cover. 

Cyberattack Response Checklist 

Mobilize Your Internal Breach Response Team 

Effective communication within a firm is critical for a successful cyberattack response. Precious time that could be spent 
evaluating and containing a breach can otherwise be lost figuring out who is responsible for what. An IRP that contains a 
detailed communications plan that the firm can put into motion as soon as it identifies an actual or potential breach can 
aid mobilization of an internal team. 

For most fund managers, the cyber response team should include at a minimum: 

• Chief compliance officer 

• General counsel or other senior members of the legal team 

• Senior IT staff 

• IR team members 

Depending on the breach and how the firm is organized, the team may also include persons such as: 

• Chief information officer 

• Chief operating officer 

• Human resources representatives 

Principals should be alerted to, and kept abreast of, the steps being taken to resolve any potentially serious breach. The 
SEC staff and the National Futures Association stress the importance of senior management playing an active role in 
cybersecurity matters. See, e.g., SEC Division of Examinations (formerly OCIE) Alert; NFA Interpretive Notice 9070, NFA 
Compliance Rules 2-9, 2-36 and 2-49: Information Systems Security Programs (eff. Mar. 1, 2016). 

https://www.srz.com/lawyers/edward-h-sadtler.html
https://www.srz.com/lawyers/kelly-koscuiszka.html
https://www.srz.com/lawyers/edward-a-nasti.html
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2021-169?utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery
https://www.sec.gov/files/OCIE-Cybersecurity-and-Resiliency-Observations-2020-508.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/files/OCIE-Cybersecurity-and-Resiliency-Observations-2020-508.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/files/Risk%20Alert%20-%20Ransomware.pdf
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For each of the members of the internal breach response team, the IRP should identify: 

• The member's name 

• Contact information 

• Contact information that can be used if IT or telephone systems are inoperable 

• Alternate contact persons if a member of the team is unable to be reached 

Assemble a Team of External Advisers 

Once the internal breach response team has mobilized, it should engage with outside advisers to assist with identifying 
and implementing steps to thwart, contain, and otherwise remediate the breach. In most instances, outside advisers 
engaged include IT consultants—with specialized experience in breach response and conducting forensic investigations—
and outside legal counsel. 

Fund managers who have not yet established a slate of advisers should consider making those connections now and 
updating their IRP. In determining how they work with legal and other external advisers, fund managers should consider 
privilege issues. See generally, e.g., In re Capital One Consumer Data Sec. Breach Litig., 488 F. Supp. 3d 374 (E.D. Va. 2020) 
(requiring disclosure of privileged documents when business or regulatory (rather than legal) concerns would have 
generated the same materials). 

When selecting outside advisers, fund managers should be aware that certain mitigation service providers, such as entities 
that facilitate ransomware payments—for example, some digital forensics and incident response companies—could engage 
in activity that constitutes money transmission. 

Entities engaged in money transmission are required to register as money services businesses with the U.S. Department 
of the Treasury's Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) and are subject to reporting requirements under the 
Bank Secrecy Act, including filing suspicious activity reports (SARs). See 31 C.F.R. § 1022.320(a)(1). Therefore, fund 
managers should consider that some outside advisers, if engaged by the fund manager for mitigation services, may 
independently report the details of a fund's data breach to the U.S. government. 

Notify Cyber-Insurance Carrier 

Ideally, fund managers will have evaluated and secured appropriate cyber-insurance coverage before an incident. A fund 
manager should immediately notify its cyber-insurance carrier of a cyberattack. A delay in notice can potentially jeopardize 
the ability to recover under the insurance policy. Fund managers do not need to wait until they have complete details of 
the incident to contact the carrier. 

Fund managers should open a dialogue with the carrier early to ensure the parties reach a consensus on the procedures 
that should be taken to address the cyberattack and minimize the risk of any gaps in coverage. Under many policies, certain 
expenses incurred in responding to a breach will not be covered unless they have been approved in advance by the carrier. 

Communications between fund managers and carriers about breaches are generally ongoing, with fund managers 
providing updates to the carrier as more information becomes available. Often the insurance broker can help facilitate 
these communications. 

Practice Tip: Because cyber insurers see so many breaches, they can often serve as a helpful resource in 
identifying service providers to assist in remediation. Occasionally, carriers may require use of specific 
vendors or a selection of vendors from a pre-approved panel. Therefore, the insurer's preferences or 
requirements are one of the factors fund managers will want to consider in assembling their breach 
response team. 

Fund managers should consider that cyber insurers that facilitate ransomware payments may be required to file SARs for 
certain ransomware events, which may involve disclosing to the U.S. government the details of the fund's data breach. 

https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blaw/citation/488%20f%20supp%203d%20374
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blaw/document/X1F1R8C003?criteria_id=bc7109a5826e035524ca67656a1a5473&navCriteriaId=174bfe80ee1714c017f0aa291161807c&searchGuid=31f0adaa-26a2-470f-8ecf-e2e2bee0e670&search32=O5Jys--QTKf0x8QozQfwUA==kVHrUX5qx2O4qRCYiaqP_ptLHYSPzRIUP5JVy0hcL0pEyKYo0rE74tqMUNuZMSKBkvI_mhcB25mqL7ToKEdzQsqQ451QRc6D6am9rY7h3R87qW48hNa9KDFvubLXiSZ9vMM5v_D9pMahE4Kso7A14zVfs5OyUEpfTgeDvLYCkHdkG0cyoxeXKMec6YlYedFifmd3gIHw7sp3diQZcQ_xH4RHEG_FId2LwKfSRt5SvsZ4oaKqfvzQbEPYMI17cYZ4y3q5uJR0IaJ_qTr9LrDBWGkX2YNjJnTrUGtcfRRyOElcGh6CMWmpCoBwd4dIkObFWLMZXq7dZEytOZjukKRheD5V_wE9M3LXAZL3aadWGWJ1_lAycdxtm8fYkXfN-P6Bn21MVe763lpkf-zd5ne-f-uLrUvOOcDLpyDb-aqy-EvF68YplHRhCCh5Xfu9lJaYAQOWSJa8seARo7lbtJF1tU7PPpMQXhNdTw0RETW-edLWmYxh9KiMKMLMR71FWrkD9gHk_iN5H4IEHrABtPR60_a1V6dWbRL2K5WDt4UDo3a-ZSIGd3wfSREyto89OPHgivdFjb0HH75qC_CLMR8STLqNHm04Hr2lF-Ki2ofJ9dhoxJLd7q9aC_fV3FK-u7aj9dVvUIWUbuovSZMNPgdj7KJNlvBGjlLSFqYADSy_wLUELv4iKvuIAR7Iy_OIyN12FPGtEHO3nSZiwhgAaArjdEhL45asGMktW9j1VvDvU_aWk3boJKmrp6anplUxnLpxxcIjvySWkeufCAg827lsbVTTatO44W6C-YEtATgA9dg=
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Engage With Law Enforcement 

Engaging with the FBI and other law enforcement or regulators is often an important component of cyberattack response. 
Historically there has been a degree of reluctance to engage with law enforcement authorities where there isn't a legal 
requirement to do so. 

Both the FBI and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA)—an agency whose mandate is to understand 
and manage cyber and physical risk to U.S. infrastructure—have increasingly called upon victims to promptly report cyber 
incidents, in particular ransomware attacks, regardless of whether a ransom has been paid. The FBI's recent actions and 
statements have aimed to clarify its role as an agency whose priority is to hold cybercriminals accountable and treat the 
targets of cyberattacks as victims. In its efforts to encourage reporting, the FBI has stated it ordinarily does not share 
information with agencies charged with enforcing cybersecurity regulations. 

For example, the FBI's involvement in the highly-publicized Colonial Pipeline ransomware attack highlights the benefits in 
some circumstances of engaging the FBI in responding to a breach. Colonial Pipeline contacted the FBI when it became 
aware of the incident, and the FBI assisted Colonial Pipeline in navigating its response to the attack. 

Colonial Pipeline paid a hefty ransom of approximately 75 bitcoins (then valued at $4.4M) in exchange for the decryption 
tool to unlock its systems. The FBI was later able to recoup and return to Colonial Pipeline 63.7 bitcoins of the ransom. The 
FBI took the bitcoin address where Colonial Pipeline paid the ransom, used software to trace it, and identified the specific 
digital wallet address belonging to the cybercriminal. 

At a press conference announcing these developments, FBI Deputy Director Paul M. Abbate emphasized how critical it is 
for victims to report intrusions to the FBI as soon as possible. While the FBI's successful efforts to recoup a portion of the 
ransom in the Colonial Pipeline incident likely does not represent a new norm for future attacks—particularly less high-
profile attacks—it shows that the FBI is not only interested in being notified of cyberattacks, but may be able to leverage 
the information it maintains on cybercrime perpetrators to provide decisive aid to victims. 

Other U.S. government agencies that advise the public on the risks of ransomware and associated payments, such as 
FinCEN and the U.S. Department of the Treasury's Office of Foreign Assets Control, have issued statements encouraging 
companies to notify law enforcement immediately following the identification of a cyber-incident. For example, in a 
September 2021 advisory, OFAC reiterated that it “strongly encourages all victims and those involved with addressing 
ransomware attacks to report the incident to CISA, their local FBI field office, the FBI Internet Crime Complaint Center, or 
their local U.S. Secret Service office as soon as possible.” Fund managers should be aware that facilitating a ransomware 
payment as a result of a cyber-incident could violate OFAC's regulations. 

Develop an External Communication Strategy 

For attacks where the cybercriminal obtains access to personal information, fund managers may have a legal obligation to 
notify the individual persons affected and, in some cases, certain authorities or credit bureaus. Fund managers will want to 
coordinate with their legal counsel and other advisers to determine whether any notice requirements or fiduciary 
obligations apply. 

If so, the fund managers and legal counsel would need to coordinate to develop a timeline for sending notices that conform 
with the applicable legal requirements. In addition to providing any notices required by law, managers will want to work 
with their advisers to develop an overall PR strategy to assure investors that the incident is being handled responsibly, 
particularly if media coverage of the breach is inevitable. 

Practice Tip: All 50 states, Puerto Rico, and the District of Columbia maintain some form of data breach 
notification law. With respect to federal law, fund manager may have an obligation to provide notice in 
cases involving the unauthorized disclosure of healthcare information. Additionally, certain cyber events 
may require fund managers, as fiduciaries, to give notice to investors, particularly given that the SEC 
examination staff are increasingly focused on issues related to cybersecurity. Fund managers who trade 
in commodity interests should note that the National Futures Association imposes its own cybersecurity 
incident notification requirement. 

https://www.fbi.gov/news/pressrel/press-releases/fbi-deputy-director-paul-m-abbates-remarks-at-press-conference-regarding-the-ransomware-attack-on-colonial-pipeline
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/126/ofac_ransomware_advisory.pdf
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Develop Action Items Based on a Post-Incident Review 

Fund managers should coordinate with their outside legal and IT advisers to conduct a post-incident review, from which 
recommendations can be developed to mitigate the risks of a future breach. Action items for this type of review include: 

• Implementing recommendations made by advisers for IT infrastructure updates and as otherwise commercially 
feasible 

• Evaluating the effectiveness of the firm's IRP and other policies and procedures in responding to the breach and 
making updates to address identified gaps or weaknesses 

• Testing the firm's IRP on a periodic basis to identify any additional gaps or weaknesses and take into account 
changes in technology; tabletop exercises are among the tools fund managers have found to be effective for 
pressure testing their IRP 

• Conducting preemptive searches of systems and establishing alert systems to identify any unusual network traffic 
or other suspicious activities that could signal the presence of a threat actor or compromised system 

• Training employees, as well as relevant independent contractors, on lessons learned from the specific incident 
and updating training curriculum and personnel manuals 

https://www.cisecurity.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Six-tabletop-exercises-FINAL.pdf

